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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is multihomed to different service providers running
BGP. Which action ensures that the company AS does not become a
transit AS?
A. Create a prefix list that matches the company prefix(es) and
applies to both BGP neighbor definitions in the outbound

direction.
B. Create a distribute list that filters all routes except Ihe
default route and applies to both BGP neighbor interfaces in
the inbound direction.
C. Create a distribute list that filters all routes except the
default route and applies to a single BGP neighbor in the
outbound direction.
D. Create a route map that matches the provider BGP communities
and networks and applies to both BGP neighbor interfaces in the
outbound direction.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
As the project approaches the end of stage 2, the Project
Manager has requested a Product Status Account to ensure that
all products are at their expected point of development.
Although the list of customers has been quality reviewed, it
has not been baselined because the Marketing department have
not provided all of the prospective customers' details. What
initial action should the Project Manager take?
A. Check the target sign-off date for the list of customers.
B. Raise an Exception Report to the Project Board to highlight
the issue.
C. Update the product status to baselined and obtain a
commitment from the Marketing department to finish this work
within the next few days.
D. Delay producing the End Stage Report until the list of
customers has been baselined.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
A network engineer wants to use dpctl to make flow
modifications directly on an HP 3800 switch flow table. Can the
engineer make the changes using dpctl on the switch in the
exhibit?
A. The engineer is able to connect to the switch directly using
dpctl, but is unable to use dpctl to update the flow entries on
the switch. Ovs-ofctl is required to make flow modifications
when using OpenFlow 1.3.
B. The engineer is unable to connect to the switch directly.
Once the correct configuration is completed on the switch, the
engineer will be able to connect directly and then use the
correct OpenFlow 1.3 syntax to make flow modifications using
dpctl
C. The engineer is able to connect to the switch directly using
dpctl The engineer will then need to use the correct OpenFlow 1
3 syntax to make flow modifications using dpctl.

D. The engineer is unable to connect to the switch directly.
Dpctl requires OpenFlow 1.0, and (he switch is currently
configured to use OpenFlow 1.3.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are running a Linux guest in Azure
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).
You must run a daily maintenance task. The maintenance task
requires native BASH commands.
You need to configure Azure Automation to perform this task.
Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
A. Create an Orchestrator runbook.
B. Run the Invoke-Workflow Azure PowerShell cmdlet.
C. Import the SSH PowerShell Module.
D. Create an automation account.
E. Create an asset credential.
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
Ref:
http://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/documentation/articles/automat
ion-create-runbookfrom-samples/
http://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Automation-10
4-managing-Linux-and-creating-Modules-with-Joe-Levy
http://azure.microsoft.com/blog/2014/07/29/getting-started-with
-azure-automationautomation-assets-2/
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